INFORMATION SHEET #10 (DEC 14)

Get going
with Sustrans

Enjoy the fruits of autumn

The leaves on the trees are starting to change colour and animals are doing all they can
to get ready for winter. Look for the changes that make this season special and make the
most of this bountiful time of year! So get a packed lunch and head out onto the National
Cycle Network to see what you can find.
What can you spot?
Go on an autumn nature hunt and see what you
can spot! Tick each box when you find them.
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A pen
Binoculars (not essential, but useful)
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Galls
Some insects like wasps can have an
odd effect on trees. They make them
grow really fast, resulting in odd shaped
lumps called galls. They then use the gall
as a shelter or nursery for their young.
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Colourful leaves
The leaves of lots of trees and bushes
are starting to turn magnificent
shades of yellow, orange and red.
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Go nuts!
Lots of trees and bushes are producing fruit and
nuts for animals to eat. Some can even be eaten
by people.

Rose hips
The flowers are over but these
bright red seed pods get fat and
juicy at this time of year.
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Conkers
Horse chestnut tre
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s.
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the tree.
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Sweet chestnuts
The roast chestnuts people eat at
tnut
Christmas come from the sweet ches
tree. These are a bit like conkers but
look like a green hedgehog and have
three or four smaller seeds inside.

Fruit trees
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All sorts of fruit is ripenin les, pears, plums
app
ing
the Network, includ
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Blackberries
Bramble bushes are often covered
in juicy blackberries this time of year
and are a favourite of small birds
like sparrows and blackbirds.

Hazelnuts
These nuts gr
ow
end of tall bran in clusters at the
ch
sheath around es and have a frilly
th
dormouse’s fa e outside. They are a
vo
for filling up be urite food and are great
fore winter hibe
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Sloes
Blackthorn bushes get
cov
sloes in the autumn. Th ered in black
ese taste bitter to us
but birds will happily eat
them and they can
even be made into jam
s or sweet drinks.

For more information about the National Cycle Network visit
www.sustrans.org.uk/ncn/map/national-cycle-network

Follow us on
Disclaimer: All activities are undertaken at your own risk and Sustrans cannot
be held responsible for accidents or injury resulting from these activities.
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